
Crisis Plan Template

Goal: 

Criteria:

Procedure:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Things NOT To Do:
• people who are triggers
• phrases that escalate
• actions that escalate
• personal space
• assume the person is the same as they are typically

Things To Do:
• non-verbal communication
• confidence (fake or not)
• practices that break numbness/non-response
• practices that encourage connection
• touch or soothing practices

General Information to Know: 
1. NEVER is someone's mental state your responsibility or caused by you. 

When you come from this perspective, it can create guilt, shame, and burden feelings. Taking 
responsibility may create the situation where you become the threat and may backfire. You are 
a third party; witnessing someone, validating someone, and interacting nonjudgmentally. That is
it. You are important. 

2. A person may feel very insecure and vulnerable in this space. Their personality can present very
different than usual here. Banter/sarcasm or nonliteral communication is hard to understand in 
this state. It is best to be direct during this time. A person may say things they don't really mean 
or seems very different than normal in this state. Don't take this personally or focus on it. 
Unless the information is an emergency, allow the expression and come back to talk about 
anything you need to after the crisis is over (probably days later). 

3. Crises may trigger old brain patterns and survival mode. Brains in survival mode can not access
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reasoning, problem-solving, logic, empathy, or compassion. This is part of why someone 
having a crisis does not respond typically or could have a hard time supporting themselves.

4. To stop judgment, look at the person from the perspective of a child who doesn't know 
differently that you want to soothe. For example, we don't tell crawling babies to just pick 
themselves up and walk. We are gentle and kind and walk them through steps. 

5. Is there any reason (probably based on past experience) why someone's gender, age, 
demographic could be a trigger? 

Activities to Try: 
• Ask when the person has eaten last and make food available (list foods the person loves)
• Is there any medications or supplements the person takes or has taken that may help now?
• Remind the person they are safe and cared for + they are in control. Offer choices of what could

happen next; choice A or choice B. 
• Is there any place that is soothing you could go together? 
• List hobbies and interests that the person enjoys regularly or easily

Self-care Skills to Remind Of: 
• What kind of self-care skills does the person have already?
• Breathing exercises
• Music
• Movies
• Smells
• Textures
• games 
• art

Flow Chart of Mental Health—most escalated to least escalated 
(this may go in different orders and look different for each person):
Numbness:

Intense Emotions: 

Beginning Response + Mild Connection to Others: 

Engagement in movement + logical activities: 

Engagement in creative activities:
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Connection to Self: 

Emotional Connection + Communication: 

Calm + problem-solve with support: 

Resources 
for everyone!
I highly encourage having these numbers in your phone for emergency anyway:

Crisis Centers in the Area

State Crisis Line (open to call 24 hours):

National Crisis Line (open to call 24 hours):
1-800-273-8255

National Text Crisis Line (open to text 24 hours—yes it's 6 digits, up the left side of the number pad): 
741-741 

First Response Contacts (near + at least 3 people):

Contacts Available by Phone (further away): 
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